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The vector and scalar polarization modes of gravitational waves do not exist in General Relativity,
and their detection would have significant impacts on fundamental physics. In this paper, we
explored the detectability of these anomalous polarization modes in a gravitational wave background
around 1 mHz with the future LISA-Taiji network. The inherent geometrical symmetry of the
network largely simplifies the correlation analysis. By taking a suitable linear combination of the
correlated outputs, the contribution of the standard tensor modes can be canceled algebraically,
and the anomalous modes can be exclusively examined. We provide concise expressions for the
signal-to-noise ratios of the anomalous modes with this cancellation method. We also discuss the
possibility of separately estimating the amplitudes of the vector and scalar modes, using the overall
frequency dependence of the associated overlap reduction functions.

I. INTRODUCTION

A cosmological stochastic gravitational wave back-
ground is one of the principle observational targets of
laser interferometers. Various forms of backgrounds have
been proposed to be generated in the early universe, e.g.
during inflation [1–3] and cosmological phase transitions
[4–6]. Other possible origins of backgrounds are super-
positions of gravitational waves emitted by topological
defects [7, 8], unresolved coalescing compact binaries [9–
11], and so on (see [12] for a recent review). Owing to
its origin, a cosmological background would be highly
isotropic.

In addition to the fact that a gravitational wave back-
ground can be used to probe various evolutionary phases
of the universe, its polarization modes could provide
an intriguing way to test theories of gravity. General
Relativity (GR) predicts gravitational waves with only
two tensorial polarization modes (+ and × components).
But, some alternative theories of gravity allow the exis-
tence of anomalous polarization modes that are absent
in GR. More precisely, we might have the following four
modes; the x and y components for the vector modes and
the b and l components for the scalar modes (see [13] for
their geometrical characterization).

To detect a gravitational wave background under the
presence of the detector noises, the correlation analysis is
a powerful method [14, 15]. By taking a cross correlation
of the noise independent data streams, we can improve
the statistical significance of a weak background signal.
This method has been used also to detect the anomalous
polarization modes (see e.g. [16–18] for laser interferom-
eters and [19] for pulsar timing array). For example, the
LIGO-Virgo collaboration recently provided the upper
bounds ΩVGW . 10−7 and ΩSGW . 10−7 at the frequency
band ∼ 20 − 100 Hz [18]. Here, ΩVGW and ΩSGW are the
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effective energy density spectra of the gravitational wave
background for the vector and scalar modes [32].

The essentially new frequency band around 1 mHz will
be explored by the future space-borne interferometers
such as LISA [20], Taiji [21], and TianQin [22]. Each
of these triangular interferometers can produce several
data outputs by itself, but an intra-triangle correlation
is known to be insensitive to the monopole pattern of
a background due to the underlying symmetry (see e.g.
[23]). On the other hand, we can detect the monopole
pattern by taking a correlation between the different tri-
angles. Given the rapid progress of Taiji and TianQin,
it now becomes reasonable to assume that we can make
a correlation analysis in the mHz band by using them
jointly with LISA [24].

In this paper, we study the possibility of detecting the
anomalous polarization modes in a background, specifi-
cally with the LISA-Taiji network. As recently pointed
out by Ref. [24], this network has a special geometrical
symmetry and the data analysis scheme of its correlation
analysis can be significantly simplified. As a result, the
network provides us with just two independent correla-
tion outputs for the even part of the parity decomposition
[24]. Our basic strategy in this paper is to algebraically
cancel the contribution of the standard tensor modes by
taking an appropriate linear combination of the two out-
puts (see also [16, 17, 25] for related approaches). This
combination is composed only of the vector and scalar
modes, and confirmation of its finiteness supports the
presence of the anomalous polarization modes. For the
LISA-Taiji network, in terms of the normalized energy
density spectrum, the detection limit of the anomalous
modes will be ∼ 10−12 for a 10 yr integration.

The outline of this paper is as follows. In section II,
we describe the current orbital designs of both LISA and
Taiji. Then we explain the geometry of their network and
their data channels relevant for our analysis. In section
III, we review the correlation analysis to detect a stochas-
tic gravitational wave background made only with the
standard tensor modes. In section IV, we explain how to
separate the vector and scalar polarization modes from
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FIG. 1: (Left) The global geometry of the LISA-Taiji network
with the orbital phase angle ∆θ = 40◦. The virtual sphere
of the radius Rc is tangential to the two triangles. Measured
from the center of the virtual sphere, the opening angle be-
tween the two triangles is β = 34.46◦. (Right) A sectional
view of the virtual sphere. The dotted line is on the ecliptic
plane with RE equal to 1AU.

the tensor modes. Then, we estimate the detection limit
of these anomalous polarization modes with the LISA-
Taiji network. We also mention the capability of simul-
taneous parameter estimation for the vector and scalar
modes, using the Fisher matrix formalism. Our analysis
up to section IV is for a fixed network configuration with
a high geometrical symmetry. In section V, we relax this
restriction. We first change the separation between two
detectors, keeping the geometrical symmetry (Sec.V A).
Then we discuss the possibility of algebraically separat-
ing the tensor, vector, and scalar modes, by breaking the
geometrical symmetry (Sec.V B). Finally, in section VI,
we summarize this paper.

II. LISA-TAIJI NETWORK

As shown in Fig.1, LISA has a heliocentric orbit at
20◦ behind the Earth. Its interferometer is composed of
the three spacecraft forming a nearly equilateral triangle
with the side lengths l ∼ 2.5×106 km. The detector plane
is inclined to the orbital plane by 60◦. Taiji is planned to
have a similar orbital configuration (e.g. the inclination
of 60◦) as LISA. But it moves ahead of the Earth by 20◦

with the arm lengths l′ ∼ 3.0× 106 km. In the following,
we attach ′ to the quantities related to Taiji.

In the rest of this section, we briefly discuss the ge-
ometrical aspects of the LISA-Taiji network following
[24]. The separation between LISA and Taiji is d =
2RE sin ∆θ ∼ 1.0×108 km, where ∆θ = 40◦ is the orbital
phase difference and RE(= 1AU) is the mean distance
from the Earth to the Sun. This separation corresponds
to the frequency c/d ∼ 3 mHz that is a key parameter
for the correlation analysis with the network. Later, in
Sec.V A, we move the parameter ∆θ from the planned
value 40◦. In this paper, we assume that gravitational
waves effectively propagate at the speed of light c.

Because both LISA and Taiji have the same inclina-
tion angle, their detector planes are tangent to a vir-
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FIG. 2: (Top) Configuration of the two effective L-shaped
interferometers A and E with the offset angle 45◦ on the de-
tector plane. By taking the data combination Eq.(2), we can
generate the new data channels (Aφ,Eφ) whose detector ten-
sors are rotated by the angle φ, relative to those for the orig-
inal ones (A,E). (Bottom) By adjusting the rotational angle
φ, we arrange one arm of the A interferometer to be parallel
to the great circle on the virtual sphere.

tual sphere [24] (see Fig.1). The radius of this sphere
is RC = RE/sin 60◦ ∼ 1.15 AU with its center above
the Sun. This virtual sphere helps us easily understand
the underlying symmetry of the detector network. More-
over, in relation to the correlation analysis, we can di-
rectly apply the analytic expressions originally given for
the ground based-detectors that are tangent to the Earth
sphere [14]. In Fig.1, the separation angle β measured
from the center of the sphere is given by

β = 2 sin−1

(
d

2RC

)
∼ 34.46◦ . (1)

In this paper, this angle will appear frequently for char-
acterizing the correlation between the detectors.

Next, we discuss the data channels available from the
single LISA triangle. Using the symmetry of the three
vertexes, we can make the three orthogonal data channels
(A, E, and T) that have independent noises [26]. In the
low frequency regime (f � c/(2πl)), the T channel has a
negligible sensitivity compared to the A and E channels
[26]. Thus we use these two channels for our study below.
Note that they have the detector tensors equivalent to the
two L-shaped interferometers with the offset angle 45◦ on
the detector plane (see the upper left part of Fig.2). We
can apply the same arguments on Taiji and denote its
corresponding modes by A′ and E′.

Here we should notice that the detector tensors of the
A and E channels are attached to the LISA’s triangle that
spins in one-year period. But, in fact, at each epoch, we
can arbitrary rotate the two detector tensors commonly
on the detector plane, still without noise correlation [23,
24] (see the top panel of Fig.2). This can be attained by
using the internal symmetry of the LISA’s triangle and
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taking the appropriate linear combinations of the original
A and E channels [24]:(

Aφ

Eφ

)
=

(
cos 2φ sin 2φ
− sin 2φ cos 2φ

)(
A
E

)
. (2)

Here, the set (Aφ,Eφ) is the new data channels rotated
by angle φ.

Considering the symmetry of the LISA-Taiji network
elucidated by the virtual sphere, it would be reasonable
to adjust the angle φ such that the new data channels
(Aφ,Eφ) respect the great circle connecting LISA and
Taiji. More specifically, for LISA, we align one arm of the
interferometer Aφ parallel to the great circle. Hereafter,
for notational simplicity, we denote the adjusted ones by
(A,E), dropping the subscript φ. We make a similar
choice for Taiji (see Fig.2).

We have six independent data pairs, AE, A′E′, AE′,
EA′, AA′ and EE′, to perform the cross correlation. But,
as mentioned earlier, the intra-triangle pairs AE and A′E′

have no sensitivity to the monopole pattern of a gravi-
tational wave background [23]. In addition, due to the
mirror symmetry of the interferometers with respect to
the plane containing the great circle, the combinations
AE′ or EA′ can only probe the parity asymmetric com-
ponents of an isotropic background [24].

So far, we have explained the basic geometrical as-
pects of the LISA-Taiji network, following [24]. The main
topic in that paper was the observational decomposition
of a tensor background into the odd and even parity part
(without considering the vector and scalar modes). The
odd parity part characterizes the asymmetry between the
amplitudes of the right- and left-handed circularity po-
larized waves. In contrast, the even part shows the sum-
mation of the two amplitudes, or equivalently the total
intensity. Our main topic in this paper is the detectabil-
ity of the vector and scalar polarization modes with no
parity asymmetry. Therefore, except for Sec.V B where
the mirror symmetry is no longer applicable, we can focus
our study on the even parity pairs AA′ and EE′.

III. CORRELATION ANALYSIS

The correlation analysis is a powerful method to de-
tect a stochastic gravitational wave background [14, 15].
Here, we review this method, targeting a gravitational
background purely made with the parity-symmetric ten-
sor modes (assuming GR). We derive basic expressions
that will be used in the next section for the anomalous
polarization search.

First, we decompose the metric perturbation induced
by a stationary, isotropic and independently polarized
gravitational wave background as

hij(t,x) =
∑

P=+,×

∫
df

∫
dΩ

× h̃P (f,Ω)eP,ij(Ω)e2πif(t−Ω·x/c) .

(3)

Here, the unit vector Ω is defined on the two sphere, and
the polarization tensor eP takes the + and × components
for GR. We defined the solid angle element dΩ, such that∫
dΩ = 4π for the surface integral on a unit sphere. The

explicit form of the tensors e+ and e× are given by

e+(Ω) = m⊗m− n⊗ n

e×(Ω) = m⊗ n + n⊗m ,
(4)

where (m,n,Ω) forms an orthonormal basis (see [17] for
their detail).

In Eq.(3), h̃P are the mode coefficients and their sta-
tistical properties are determined by the power spectrum
density as

〈h̃P (f,Ω)h̃∗P ′(f ′,Ω′)〉 = δPP ′δΩΩ′δ(f − f ′)STh (f) (5)

with P, P ′ = +,×. The delta function δ(f − f ′) fol-
lows from the stationarity of the background. We will
omit this factor for notational simplicity, but recover it
if needed. The power spectrum density STh is written by
ΩGW , which is the energy density of the gravitational
waves per unit logarithmic frequency and is normalized
by the critical density of the universe [15]. In GR, we
only have the tensor modes with the relation

ΩTGW (f) =

(
32π3

3H2
0

)
f3STh (f) . (6)

Here, H0 is the Hubble parameter and we use H0 = 70
km s−1 Mpc−1 in this paper. Note this relation might be
changed for alternative theories of gravity [27].

Now we discuss the relevant data channels for LISA (A
and E) and Taiji (A′ and E′) in Fourier space. Each of
them sa(f) (a = A, E, A′, and E′) is assumed to be the
sum of the background signal ha(f) and the instrumental
noise na(f):

sa(f) = ha(f) + na(f) . (7)

If the wavelength of a gravitational wave is much larger
then the arm length of the interferometer, ha is simply
modeled by

ha(f) = Dij
a h̃ij(f,xa) . (8)

Here xa is the position of the interferometer, h̃ij(f) is
Fourier transformation of hij(t), and Da is the detector
tensor which represents the response of the interferom-
eter to the incident gravitational wave [14]. The arm
length of LISA and Taiji is around l ∼ l′ ∼ 3 × 106 km,
and therefore the low frequency approximation is valid
at f . c/(2πl) ∼ 0.02 Hz.

In terms of the unit vectors u and v for the arm direc-
tions of the A interferometer, DA is given by

DA =
1

2
(u⊗ u− v ⊗ v) . (9)

Using the same vectors, we have

DE =
1

2
(u⊗ v + v ⊗ u) (10)
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for the E channel [24]. We can make a similar decompo-
sitions DA′ and DE′ for Taiji.

The statistical properties of the instrumental noise is
characterized by the noise spectrum Na(f). After drop-
ping the delta function δ(f − f ′) as mentioned after
Eq.(5), we obtain

〈na(f)n∗b(f)〉 =
1

2
δabNa(f) . (11)

Owing to the symmetry of the network, the four data
streams are assumed to have independent noises, and we
can put NA(f) = NE(f) = N(f) for LISA and NA′(f) =
NE′(f) = N ′(f) for Taiji (for their analytic expressions
see Ref.[28] for LISA and Ref.[29] for Taiji).

As we discussed in Sec.II for the LISA-Taiji network,
we only have two data pairs, AA′ and EE′ that are non-
vanishing for the even parity part. We define the ex-
pectation value for the cross correlation of the two data
pairs

Cab(f) ≡ 〈sa(f)s∗b(f)〉 = 〈ha(f)h∗b(f)〉 (12)

with (a, b) = (AA′) or (EE′). We used independence
of the instrumental noises 〈na(f)n∗b(f)〉 = 0 in the last
equality of Eq.(12). Using Eqs.(5), (7), and (12), we
obtain

Cab(f) = CTab(f) ≡ 8π

5
γTab(f)STh (f) . (13)

Here CTab(f) is the expectation value only by the tensor
modes. We also introduced the overlap reduction func-
tion

γTab(f) ≡
5

8π

∑
P=+,×

∫
dΩ Da,ijDb,kle

ij
P e

kl
P e

2πifΩ·(xa−xb)/c

(14)

for a background purely made with the tensor modes. It
quantifies the correlated responses of the detectors to the
background signal [14, 15].

Using the literature for the ground-based networks
[14], we obtain

γTAA′ = ΘT
1 (y, β)−ΘT

2 (y, β) , (15)

γTEE′ = ΘT
1 (y, β) + ΘT

2 (y, β) , (16)

with

ΘT
1 (y, β) =

(
j0(y) +

5

7
j2(y) +

3

112
j4(y)

)
cos4

(
β

2

)
(17)

ΘT
2 (y, β) =

(
−3

8
j0(y) +

45

56
j2(y)− 169

896
j4(y)

)
+

(
1

2
j0(y)− 5

7
j2(y)− 27

224
j4(y)

)
cosβ

+

(
−1

8
j0(y)− 5

56
j2(y)− 3

896
j4(y)

)
cos 2β .

(18)

Here, jn are the spherical Bessel functions with their ar-
guments y = 2πfd/c. For the LISA-Taiji network, the
opening angle β is 34.46◦ and distance between the tri-
angles is d ∼ 1.0× 108 km (see Fig.1). In Fig.3, we show
the two overlap reduction functions in the low frequency
regime.

We briefly discuss the asymptotic behaviors of the
overlap reduction functions at the small and large fre-
quency regimes. Using the property of the spherical
Bessel function

jl(x) →
x→0

2ll!

(2l + 1)!
xl , (19)

we can show

lim
f→0

γTab = Da,ijD
ij
b /2 , (20)

which is unity when two detectors are coincident and
aligned (namely a = b) [14]. For the LISA and Taiji
network, we obtain

lim
f→0

γTAA′ = cos4(β/2) + sin4(β/2) = 0.840 ,

lim
f→0

γTEE′ = cos4(β/2)− sin4(β/2) = 0.825 .
(21)

In the large frequency regime, the spherical Bessel
functions behave as

jl(x) →
x→∞

1

x
cos(x− (l + 1)

π

2
) . (22)

Thus in Fig.3 the overlap reduction functions oscillate
with the frequency interval c/d ∼ 3mHz at f & 5 mHz.

In Fig.3, we simultaneously have γTAA′ ∼ γTEE′ ∼ 0
around 2 mHz. This is just a coincidence realized at the
specific angle β = 34.46◦, and it causes some interesting
results in section IV.
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FIG. 3: The overlap reduction functions of the tensor modes
for the LISA-Taiji network. The solid and dashed lines corre-
spond to the EE′ and the AA′ data pairs, respectively.
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IV. ANOMALOUS POLARIZATION SEARCH

In the previous section, we only considered a back-
ground purely made with the tensor modes. But, in
the alternative theories of gravity, a background could
also contain the vector and scalar modes. In this sec-
tion, we investigate the contribution of these anomalous
modes and discuss how to detect them separately from
the standard tensor modes, using the LISA-Taiji network.
In Sec.IV A, we explain our basic idea for the anoma-
lous mode search after eliminating the tensor modes.
Then, we discuss a background composed of the tensor
and vector modes (Sec.IV B), and the tensor and scalar
modes (Sec.IV C). In section IV D we examine a back-
ground simultaneously made with the three polarization
modes, and discuss the decomposition of the vector and
the scalar modes using the frequency dependence of the
overlap reduction functions.

A. Elimination of the tensor modes

Let us consider the following data combination for the
LISA-Taiji network:

µ ≡ γTEE′sA(f)s∗A′(f)− γTAA′sE(f)s∗E′(f) . (23)

Here, γTEE′ and γTAA′ should be regarded as the known
coefficients calculated theoretically. Using Eqs.(7), and
(12), we obtain the expectation value

〈µ〉 = γTEE′ 〈hAh∗A′〉 − γTAA′ 〈hEh∗E′〉
= γTEE′(f)CAA′(f)− γTAA′(f)CEE′(f) .

(24)

In the first equality, we used independence of the instru-
mental noises. If the background is purely made with the
tensor modes, we have

Cab = CTab =
8π

5
γTab(f)STh (f) (25)

as in Eq.(13). Substituting Eq.(25) into Eq.(24), we ob-
tain

〈µ〉 |T = 0 . (26)

Here, 〈·〉 |T represents the expectation value for a back-
ground only with the tensor modes. However, under the
presence of the additional polarization modes, we obtain
〈µ〉 6= 0, still algebraically eliminating the contribution
of the tensor modes. We will calculate the expectation
value 〈µ〉 after evaluating the overlap reduction functions
for the vector and scalar modes.

At this point, let us calculate the statistical fluctua-
tions for the data combination µ. Here, following the
standard arguments on the correlation analysis, we as-
sume that the background signal is much smaller than
the instrumental noise |ha|� |na|. Then for the data

combination µ, the variance σ2
µ is given by

σµ(f)2 ∼ 1

4

((
γTEE′(f)

)2
+
(
γTAA′(f)

)2)
N(f)N ′(f)

(27)

(see [30] for detail of the derivation). Recalling our pre-
scription for the delta function and summing up all the
frequency segments, we obtain the signal-to-noise ratio

SNR2 =

∫ ∞
fcut

df
〈µ〉2

σ2
µ

, (28)

as in [30]. Here, we introduced the low-frequency cut
off fcut to take into account the potential contamination
of the Galactic binary confusion noise [30]. The actual
value of the fcut would depend on the mission lifetimes
of LISA and Taiji.

B. Vector modes

Next we consider a background made of the tensor and
vector modes (without the scalar modes), and discuss the
isolation of the later. The vector modes are characterized
by the following polarization tensors:

ex = Ω⊗m + m⊗Ω , ey = Ω⊗ n + n⊗Ω ,
(29)

where the unit vectors Ω,m and n are the same as those
in Eq.(4). Hereafter, we assume that the vector compo-
nents are independently polarized.

As in the case of the tensor components, the statistical
properties of the vector background are characterized by
the power spectrum density given by

〈hP (f,Ω)h∗P ′(f,Ω′)〉 = δPP ′δΩΩ′SVh (f) (30)

with the index P and P ′ for the two polarization states
x and y. Following Eq.(6), we introduce the effective

energy density Ω̃VGW (f) by

Ω̃VGW (f) ≡
(

32π3

3H2
0

)
f3SVh (f) (31)

to parametrize the strength of the vector background.
We should notice that the quantity Ω̃VGW does not always
represent the actual energy density ΩGW . The relation
between the strain spectrum SVh (f) and the energy den-
sity depends on the details of the gravitational theories
under consideration [27] (see Appendix).

Now we calculate the cross correlation of the two data
channels in the same way as in Eq.(13). For the tensor
and vector blended background, we have

Cab(f) = CTVab (f)

≡ 8π

5

(
γTab(f)STh (f) + γVab(f)SVh (f)

)
,

(32)
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FIG. 4: The overlap reduction functions of the LISA-Taiji
network for the vector modes. The solid and dashed lines
correspond to the EE′ and AA′ data pairs, respectively.

where γVab is the overlap reduction function for the vector
modes. It can be evaluated by the replacement (+,×)→
(x, y) in Eq.(14). As in Eqs.(15) - (18) for the tensor
modes, the functions γVAA′ and γVEE′ are written by the
spherical Bessel functions as the followings [16]:

γVAA′ = ΘV
1 (y, β)−ΘV

2 (y, β) (33)

γVEE′ = ΘV
1 (y, β) + ΘV

2 (y, β) (34)

with

ΘV
1 (y, β) =

(
j0(y)− 5

14
j2(y)− 3

28
j4(y)

)
cos4

(
β

2

)
(35)

ΘV
2 (y, β) =

(
−3

8
j0(y) +

45

112
j2(y)− 169

224
j4(y)

)
+

(
1

2
j0(y) +

5

14
j2(y) +

27

56
j4(y)

)
cosβ

+

(
−1

8
j0(y) +

5

112
j2(y) +

3

224
j4(y)

)
cos 2β .

(36)

In Fig.4, we show the overlap reduction functions of the
vector modes for the AA′ and EE′ data pairs.

In the low frequency limit f → 0, we have γVab =

Da,ijD
ij
b /2 that is identical to the tensor modes γTab, as

shown in Eqs.(20) and (21). Also, their high-frequency
behaviors are qualitatively similar to the tensor modes.
At f & 5 mHz we can again observe wavy profiles with
the frequency interval c/d ∼ 3mHz.

After substituting Eq.(32) into Eq.(24), for the blended
background, the expectation value of our estimator µ is
given by

〈µ〉 |T,V =
8π

5

[
γTEE′(f)γVAA′(f)− γTAA′(f)γVEE′(f)

]
SVh (f) .

(37)

ΓTV

ΓTS

0.000 0.002 0.004 0.006 0.008 0.010
-0.4

-0.2

0.0

0.2

0.4

0.6

f[Hz]

Γ

FIG. 5: The effective overlap reduction functions for the vec-
tor and the scalar modes given in Eqs.(39) and (53). The red
solid and blue dashed curves correspond to the vector and the
scalar compiled overlap reduction functions, respectively.

In general, the bracket [· · ·] is non-vanishing, and we can
isolate the vector modes by canceling the tensor modes.

Next we evaluate the signal-to-noise ratio of the vector
modes with our estimator µ. Using Eqs.(27), (28), (31),
and (37), the signal-to-noise ratio is formally given by

SNR2
V (fcut) =

(
3H2

0

10π2

)2

Tobs

×

2

∫ ∞
fcut

df

(
ΓTV (f)Ω̃VGW (f)

)2

f6N(f)N ′(f)

 ,

(38)

with the effective overlap reduction function defined by

ΓTV (f) ≡ γTEE′(f)γVAA′(f)− γTAA′(f)γVEE′(f)√(
γTAA′(f)

)2
+
(
γTEE′(f)

)2 . (39)

In Fig.5 we present ΓTV (f) in the frequency regime ap-
propriate for the low frequency approximation. We see
the sudden change of ΓTV around 2 mHz. This is due
to the proximity of the zero points of the two functions
γTAA′ and γTEE′ , as shown in Fig.3. In Fig.5, the func-
tion ΓTV (f) rapidly decays below f = 2 mHz, reflecting
the property γTab(y) ∼ γVab(y) around y = 0. At f & 2
mHz, we can also observe the oscillation with the interval
c/2d ∼ 1.5mHz.

The formal expression Eq.(38) is given as the optimal
signal-to-noise ratio. It can be evaluated, once we assume
the actual model for the spectrum Ω̃VGW . Below, for sim-
plicity, we suppose that the true vector background has
a flat spectrum Ω̃VGW (f) = Ω̃VGW . After numerically inte-
grating Eq.(38), we can express the result in the following
form:

SNRV (fcut) = 17.3

(
Ω̃VGW
10−12

)(
Tobs
10yr

)1/2

FV (fcut) .

(40)
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FIG. 6: Dependence of statistical quantities for the vector
modes on the frequency cutoff fcut. The solid line represents
the function FV (fcut) for the signal-to-noise ratio in Eq.(40),
and for the estimation error in Eq.(42). The dashed line is
for the two dimensional parameter estimation in Eq.(68) with
P = V . The factor

√
1− r2 shows the statistical loss by the

covariance of two parameters.

Here FV (fcut) shows the dependence on the cut-off fre-
quency fcut with the normalization

FV (0) = 1 . (41)

We evaluated our numerical results, assuming a 10 yr
observation, i.e. Tobs = 10 yr, which is the maximum
operation time argued for LISA. This would be a highly
optimistic choice for the LISA-Taiji network, but we can
easily scale our results for different values of Tobs. For
correlation analysis, we can use only the perfectly over-
lapped period of two detectors. To ensure a large inte-
gration time Tobs, a coordinated operation schedule (e.g.
maintenance time, etc) would be advantageous.

In Fig.6, we show the function FV (fcut). The step-like
profile above 2 mHz is caused by the oscillation of ΓTV (f)
shown in Fig.5. We can also find that the signal-to-noise
ratio is less sensitive to fcut below 2 mHz, mainly due
to the suppression of ΓTV (f) there. Fig.5 indicates that
for SNRV , the contribution of f & c/(2πl) ∼ 0.02 Hz is
totally negligible. This justifies our evaluations based on
the low frequency approximation.

Now let us consider a situation that we estimate the
amplitude Ω̃VGW of the flat spectrum by applying the
standard maximum likelihood analysis to our estimator
µ. Using the Fisher matrix approach to the single fitting
parameter Ω̃VGW , we obtain the relative error [30]

〈(
∆Ω̃VGW
Ω̃VGW

)2〉1/2

=
1

SNRV (fcut)
(42)

∝ 1

FV (fcut)
(43)

(see also Ref.[15]). Later in Sec.IV D, we deal with a
more complicated case for simultaneously estimating the
multiple parameters.

C. Scalar modes

Next we consider a background made with the tensor
and the scalar modes but without the vector modes. The
polarizations of the scalar modes are characterized by the
following two tensors:

eb =
√

3(m⊗m + n⊗ n) , el =
√

3(Ω⊗Ω) .

(44)

The subscripts b and l denote the breathing and the lon-
gitudinal modes, respectively (see Appendix for the ex-

planation of the unconventional factor of
√

3 ). As in
Eqs.(5) and (30), we introduce the power spectrum den-
sity by

〈hP (f,Ω)h∗P ′(f,Ω′)〉 = δPP ′δΩΩ′SPh (f) . (45)

Here, the indexes P and P ′ denote the two polarization
states (b and l) that are assumed to be statistically inde-
pendent.

In a similar way as the vector modes, we define the
effective energy density Ω̃SGW of the scalar background
by

Ω̃SGW (f) ≡
(

32π3

3H2
0

)
f3SSh (f) , (46)

where SSh (f) ≡ (Sbh(f) + Slh(f))/2 is the mean power
spectrum of the scalar modes. Also for the scalar modes,
the effective energy density Ω̃GW could be different from
the actual energy density (see Sec.IV B for the discussion
on the vector modes).

Now we calculate the expectation value of our estima-
tor µ for the background composed of the tensor and
scalar modes. Following the same steps to derive Eq.(37)
for the tensor-vector blended background, we obtain

〈µ〉 |T,S =
8π

5

[
γTAA′(f)γSEE′(f)− γTEE′(f)γSAA′(f)

]
SSh (f) .

(47)

Here, γSab are the overlap reduction functions for the
scalar modes. As in the case of the tensor and vector
modes (see Eq.(14)), we defined them as the summa-
tion of the contributions from the breathing and longi-
tudinal modes. But actually, they have identical over-
lap reduction functions. This can be understood as fol-
lows. From Eq.(44), the summations eb + el is propor-
tional to the unit matrix. In addition, the detector ten-
sor Dij

a is traceless and we obtain the resultant relation
Dij
a eb,ij = −Dij

a el,ij . Applying this relation to the in-
tegrals corresponding to Eq.(14), the overlap reduction
functions for the breathing and longitudinal modes be-
come the same [16, 31]. Accordingly, only the mean spec-
trum SSh appears in Eq.(47).

The explicit expressions for the overlap reductions
functions are obtained by using expressions in [16] as fol-
lows

γSAA′ = ΘS
1 (y, β)−ΘS

2 (y, β) (48)

γSEE′ = ΘS
1 (y, β) + ΘS

2 (y, β) (49)
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FIG. 7: The overlap reduction functions of the LISA-Taiji
network for the scalar modes. The solid and dashed lines cor-
respond to the EE′ and AA′ data combination, respectively.

with

ΘS
1 (y, β) =

(
j0(y)− 5

7
j2(y) +

9

56
j4(y)

)
cos4

(
β

2

)
(50)

ΘS
2 (y, β) = −

(
3

8
j0(y) +

45

56
j2(y) +

507

448
j4(y)

)
+

(
1

2
j0(y) +

5

7
j2(y)− 81

112
j4(y)

)
cosβ

−
(

1

8
j0(y)− 5

56
j2(y) +

9

448
j4(y)

)
cos 2β .

(51)

In Fig.7, we present the overlap reduction functions of
the scalar modes for the AA′ and EE′ data pairs. Their
basic profiles are qualitatively similar to γVab(f) for the
vector modes (see Eqs.(33)-(36) and the following discus-

sion). Indeed, the function γSab(f) approaches Da,ijD
ij
b /2

at the low frequency limit f → 0, and oscillates with the
interval c/d ∼ 3 mHz.

Similar to the vector modes, using Eqs.(27), (28), (46),
and (47), we can evaluate the signal-to-noise ratio of the
scalar modes. Its formal expression is given by

SNR2
S(fcut) =

(
3H2

0

10π2

)2

Tobs

×

2

∫ ∞
fcut

df

(
ΓTS(f)Ω̃SGW (f)

)2

f6N(f)N ′(f)

 (52)

with

ΓTS(f) ≡ γTEE′(f)γSAA′(f)− γTAA′(f)γSEE′(f)√(
γTAA′(f)

)2
+
(
γTEE′(f)

)2 . (53)

We present the effective overlap reduction function
ΓTS(f) in Fig.5. In the same way as ΓTV (f), it decays

rapidly in the frequency range f . 2 mHz, and oscillates
with the frequency interval c/2d ∼ 1.5mHz above f ∼ 2
mHz.

Now we assume the flat spectrum Ω̃SGW (f) = Ω̃SGW for
the scalar modes. Then we numerically integrate Eq.(52)
and obtain

SNRS(fcut) = 20.2

(
Ω̃SGW
10−12

)(
Tobs
10yr

)1/2

FS(fcut) .

(54)

Here the factor FS(fcut) shows the dependence on the
cut-off frequency fcut with the normalization

FS(0) = 1 . (55)

We plot the function FS(fcut) in Fig.8. Again, its overall
profile is quite similar to FV (fcut), presented in Fig.6.
For example, the function FS(fcut) depends weakly on
fcut below 2 mHz, due to the suppression of the compiled
overlap reduction function ΓTS(f) there. In addition, it
has a step-like profile above 2 mHz reflecting the oscil-
latory feature of ΓTV (f) (but less prominent then the
vector mode).

FS

1 - r2 FS

0.000 0.002 0.004 0.006 0.008 0.010
0.0

0.2

0.4

0.6

0.8

1.0

fcut[Hz]

F
V
,
1
-
r2
F
V

FIG. 8: Dependence of the statistical quantities on the fre-
quency cutoff fcut for the scalar modes. The solid line shows
the function FS for the signal-to-noise ratio as in Eq.(52).
The dashed line is for the simultaneous parameter estimation
in Eq.(68).

We can also estimate the error for the single fitting
parameter Ω̃SGW of the flat spectrum. Similar to Eq.(42),

the estimation error ∆Ω̃SGW has a simple scaling relation
[15, 30]:

〈(
∆Ω̃SGW
Ω̃SGW

)2〉1/2

=
1

SNRS(fcut)
(56)

∝ 1

FS(fcut)
. (57)
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D. Simultaneous estimation of the Vector and
Scalar

So far we have considered the vector and scalar modes
separately. But, in general, the background could con-
sist of the tensor, vector, and scalar modes at the same
time. Unfortunately, with the LISA-Taiji network, we
cannot further decompose the vector and scalar modes
algebraically by the method described in section IV A for
cleaning the tensor modes. This is because the network
only has two independent data pairs AA′ and EE′ for the
parity even part, and has no freedom to isolate the three
modes completely. In this section, under this restriction,

we consider the parameter estimation for the two spectra
Ω̃VGW (f) and Ω̃SGW (f) in parallel, when the background is
composed by the three (T, V, and S) polarization modes.

Our basic idea here is to use the frequency dependence
of our estimator µ. For the most general background, we
have

Cab(f) =
8π

5

(
γTab(f)STh (f) + γVab(f)SVh (f) + γSab(f)SSh (f)

)
.

(58)

Substituting Eq.(58) to Eq.(24), we obtain

〈µ〉 |T,V,S =
8π

5

[
γTEE′(f)γVAA′(f)− γTAA′(f)γVEE′(f)

]
SVh (f) +

8π

5

[
γTAA′(f)γSEE′(f)− γTEE′(f)γSAA′(f)

]
SSh (f)

=
3H2

0

10π2f3

([
γTEE′(f)γVAA′(f)− γTAA′(f)γVEE′(f)

]
Ω̃VGW (f) +

[
γTAA′(f)γSEE′(f)− γTEE′(f)γSAA′(f)

]
Ω̃SGW (f)

)
.

(59)

We consider a scenario to apply the maximum likelihood
analysis to our estimator µ for simultaneously fitting the
two amplitudes Ω̃VGW and Ω̃SGW . For simplicity, we as-
sume that the vector and scalar modes have the flat spec-
tra

Ω̃VGW (f) = Ω̃VGW , (60)

Ω̃SGW (f) = Ω̃SGW . (61)

We observe that profile of the overlap reduction functions
γVAA′(f), γVEE′(f), γSAA′(f), and γSEE′(f) induce the char-
acteristic frequency dependence of the data combination
µ.

We define the error covariance matrix in the relative
form:

Σ ≡



〈
∆Ω̃VGW
Ω̃VGW

∆Ω̃VGW
Ω̃VGW

〉 〈
∆Ω̃VGW
Ω̃VGW

∆Ω̃SGW
Ω̃SGW

〉
〈

∆Ω̃SGW
Ω̃SGW

∆Ω̃VGW
Ω̃VGW

〉 〈
∆Ω̃SGW
Ω̃SGW

∆Ω̃SGW
Ω̃SGW

〉
 .

(62)

Then, using the Fisher matrix approach [30], the inverse
of this matrix is given by

ΣPP
′

i ≡
(
Σ−1

)PP ′

= 2Tobs

∫ +∞

fcut

df

(
Ω̃PGW∂Ω̃P

GW
〈µ〉 |T,V,S

)(
Ω̃P

′

GW∂Ω̃P ′
GW
〈µ〉 |T,V,S

)
N(f)N ′(f)

. (63)

Note that the diagonal elements are identical to SNR2
V

and SNR2
S defined in Eqs.(38) and (52)

ΣV Vi = SNR2
V (64)

ΣSSi = SNR2
S . (65)

But the right-hand-sides of these equations do not have
the original meanings of the signal-to-noise ratios as be-
fore. We keep to use these notations just for the compar-
ison with the results for the single parameter estimations
such as Eqs.(40) and (54).

We define the covariance coefficient r for the off-
diagonal element ΣV Si by

r ≡ ΣV Si√
ΣV Vi ΣSSi

. (66)

For the LISA-Taiji network, we can numerically evaluate
the coefficient r as a function of fcut.

Now we can take the inverse of the matrix Σi and ob-
tain
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Σ =

(
(1− r2)−1SNR−2

V −(1− r2)−1r SNR−1
V SNR−1

S

−(1− r2)−1r SNR−1
V SNR−1

S (1− r2)−1SNR−2
S

)
. (67)

Then the parameter estimation errors for the two ampli-
tudes (P = V and S) are given by

〈(
∆Ω̃PGW
Ω̃PGW

)2〉1/2

=
1√

1− r2

1

SNRP
(68)

∝ 1√
1− r(fcut)2

1

FP (fcut)
. (69)

We should compare Eq.(68) directly with Eqs.(42) and
(56) for the single parameter estimation. In this expres-
sion, the factor (1− r2)−1/2(> 1) presents the increment
of the errors associated with noise covariance of the two
parameter fitting, compared with the single parameter
estimation. In addition, as shown in Eq.(67), the covari-
ance coefficient of the error is given by −r.

In Figs.5 and 8, we present the products
√

1− r2FP
(P = V, and S) as functions of the low frequency cut-off

fcut. The statistical loss
√

1− r2 is ∼ 0.2 for fcut . 2
mHz. Also, at some frequencies, we have

√
1− r2FP =

FP , corresponding to r = 0. This is due to the oscilla-
tions of the overlap reduction functions. In general, we
have r ∼ 1 when the effective dynamic range of the fre-
quency integral decreases. Using Figs.5 and 8, together
with Eqs.(40) and (54), we can evaluate the actual ex-
pectation values for the parameter estimation errors in
our flat spectral model.

V. OTHER NETWORK GEOMETRIES

So far, we have examined the fixed network geometry
characterized by the orbital phase difference ∆θ = 40◦

(equivalently the opening angle β = 34.46◦), as shown in
Fig.1. But, the orbital designs of LISA and Taiji have not
been finalized yet. It would be thus beneficial to discuss
the prospects for other potential configurations.

In this section, we first examine the networks with var-
ious phase angles ∆θ, still keeping the geometrical sym-
metry characterized by the virtual contact sphere (Sec.
V.A). Then, in Sec. V.B, we consider general network
geometry without the virtual contact sphere. We clarify
the conditions with which we cannot algebraically de-
compose the tensor, vector, and scalar modes.

A. Orbital Phase Difference

We now examine how the network sensitivities SNRV

and SNRS depend on the orbital phase difference ∆θ.
Note that, the geometrical symmetry of the network still

SNRV

SNRS
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FIG. 9: Dependence of various statistical quantities on the
orbital phase difference ∆θ. (TOP) The red line and blue
dashed line show the signal-to-noise ratios of the vector and
scalar modes after removing the tensor modes (see Eqs.(38)
and (52)). We normalized the signal-to-noise ratios by the re-
sults at ∆θ = 40◦. (Bottom) The magnitude of the covariance
coefficient r in the form

√
1− r2.

prohibits the algebraic decomposition of the vector and
scalar modes. For simplicity, we fix the lower cut-off
frequency at fcut = 2mHz. In the top panel of Fig.9,
we present our numerical results. Around ∆θ = 40◦,
the function SNRS is close the globally maximum value,
but SNRV is ∼ 30% smaller than the peak value around
∆θ ∼ 28◦. At ∆θ = 0, the overlap reduction functions
of the three polarization modes are totally degenerated
with γTab = γVab = γSab, and we lost sensitivities to the
vector and scalar modes (namely SNRV = SNRS = 0),
after subtracting the tensor modes.

In the bottom panel of Fig.9, we show the covariance
coefficient r in the form

√
1− r2. Because of the sharp

frequency cut-off at fcut = 2mHz and the wavy profiles of
the overlap reduction functions, the curve shows a com-
plicated shape.
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B. General Configuration

Next we consider a general network geometry for two
triangular detectors. We can formally write down the
equation for the three spectra as CAA′

CEE′

CAE′

CEA′

 =
8π

5
M

 STh
SVh
SSh

 (70)

with the following matrix determined by the overlap re-
duction functions

M≡


γTAA′ γVAA′ γSAA′

γTEE′ γVEE′ γSEE′

γTAE′ γVAE′ γSAE′

γTEA′ γVEA′ γSEA′

 (71)

(see Eq.(58)). Under the presence of the virtual contact
sphere, using a mirror symmetry, we can take γPAE′ =
γPEA′ = 0 (for P = T, V and S), and we cannot separately
solve the three spectra. This can be attributed to the
insufficient rank of the matrixM. We should notice that
the rank of the matrixM is not affected by the detuning
of the alignment angle φ in Fig.2, since the resultant
overlap reduction functions are given by simple linear
combinations of the original aligned ones.

In any case, the three spectra can be fully separated, if
the rank of the matrixM is three. Using the basic tenso-
rial expressions (see Eq.(10) of [17]) for the overlap reduc-
tion functions, we found that the matrixM is factorized
into two matrices asM = M1 ·M2. Here M1 is a 3×3 ma-
trix whose components are given by linear combinations
of the three Bessel functions ji(y) (i = 0, 2 and 4) with
y = 2πfd/c. We also have det[M1] ∝ j0(y)j2(y)j4(y).

The second matrix M2 is a 3× 4 matrix and indepen-
dent of the parameter y. Its elements are given by the
angular parameters of the network formed by triangular
detectors a and b. Except for the discrete frequencies at
the zero points of the product j0(y)j2(y)j4(y), the rank
of the matrixM is determined by that of M2. To be con-
crete, we introduce the three unit vectors na, nb and m.
Here na and nb are normal to the two detector planes,
and m is the unit directional vector connecting two de-
tectors. After some algebra, we found that the rank of
M2 is less than three, when one of the following two con-
ditions is satisfied;
(i) The normal vectors na and nb are both orthogonal to
m.
(ii) The three vectors, m,na and nb are on the same
plane.
Below, using these simple criteria, we qualitatively dis-
cuss the possibility of the algebraic decomposition for
various potential networks.

The network geometry in Fig.1 (and its variations in
the previous subsection) meets the condition (ii) and we
cannot make the full decomposition, as already discussed.

Actually, in Fig.1, we can take the mirror image of each
triangle with respect to the ecliptic plane. The resultant

triangle can be still composed by three solutions of he-
liocentric orbits. Here we consider a network formed by
the mirrored Taiji and the unchanged LISA. This twisted
network does not satisfy the two conditions, and we can
make the algebraic separation of the three spectra.

Next, if the semi-major axises of LISA and Taiji are
different, the two conditions are not generally satisfied.
Moreover, in this case, the matrix M1 changes with time,
due to the drift of the mutual distance d. Then the singu-
lar frequencies corresponding to j0(y)j2(y)j4(y) = 0 also
change with time. As a result, in contrast to a network
with a fixed distance d, we can also dissolve the singular
frequencies.

We have focused our attention to networks formed by
heliocentric detectors such as the LISA-Taiji pair and its
variations. We should notice that TianQin will have a
geocentric orbit and its detector plane will change with
time, relative to LISA. Therefore, in most of their oper-
ation time, the LISA-TianQin network does not satisfy
the two conditions and allows us to make the algebraic
decomposition.

VI. SUMMARY AND DISCUSSION

In this paper, we discussed a search for the vector and
scalar polarization modes of isotropic stochastic gravita-
tional wave background around 1-10 mHz with the LISA-
Taiji detector network. These modes do not appear in
GR, and their measurement allows us to observationally
study theories of gravity.

Because of the underlying symmetries of the network,
for the even parity components, we can use two indepen-
dent correlation products from the pairs AA′ and EE′.
By taking their appropriate combination µ, defined in
Eq.(23), we can algebraically cancel the contribution of
the tensor modes and examine the existence of the vector
and scalar modes in a model independent way.

To clarify our basic idea, we assumed that the vector
and scalar modes have flat spectra in terms of the effec-
tive energy densities Ω̃VGW and Ω̃SGW defined in Eqs.(31)
and (46). We first studied the case when we only have the
vector modes (Sec.IV B) or the scalar modes (Sec.IV C),
other than the tensor modes. We found that after
ten years observation, the detection limit could reach
Ω̃VGW ∼ 10−12 and Ω̃SGW ∼ 10−12. These limits are much

smaller than the current upper bound Ω̃VGW . 1.2×10−7

and Ω̃SGW . 4.2 × 10−7 around 10 - 100 Hz with the
ground based detectors [18].

Similarly to [24], we have paid special attention to the
impact of the low frequency cut off fcut on the accumula-
tion of the signal-to-noise ratios. The actual value of fcut
would be determined by the subtraction of the Galactic
binary foreground and would be closely related to the
operation periods of the detectors. As shown in Figs.5
and 7, we found that the signal-to-noise ratios depend
strongly on fcut & 2 mHz, but weakly on fcut . 2 mHz
due to the degeneracy of the overlap reduction functions
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γTab ∼ γVab ∼ γSab there. These results might be interesting
when planning possible collaboration between LISA and
Taiji.

Then, we considered the general case in which a back-
ground is composed of the tensor, vector, and scalar
modes all together. An algebraic decomposition of all
the three modes is not possible, because we need at least
three correlation outputs. But, using the frequency de-
pendence of the overlap reduction functions, we can si-
multaneously fit the parameters of both the vector and
scalar spectra from our estimator µ. As a demonstration,
we considered a situation to make the standard maxi-
mum likelihood analysis to our estimator µ. Applying
the Fisher matrix formalism to the amplitudes Ω̃VGW and

Ω̃SGW of our flat spectra, we evaluated their estimation
errors. In this case, the covariance coefficient r is the
key quantity. For fcut . 2 mHz, the estimation errors
are ∼ 20% larger than the simplified cases without the
blending of the vector and scalar modes.

Given the current design of the LISA-Taiji network,
we have focused our attention on the specific network ge-
ometry with the orbital phase difference ∆θ = 40◦. But,
in Sec.V, we discussed the prospects for other network
configurations. In Sec.V A, we changed the orbital angle
∆θ, keeping the virtual contact sphere. We found that
the current design ∆θ = 40◦ is within 15◦ of the optimal
choices for SNRV and SNRS , as shown in Fig.9.

Because of the mirror symmetry, the contact sphere
allows us to decompose the odd and even parity com-
ponents of an isotropic gravitational wave background
clearly [24]. But, at the same time, the symmetry pro-
hibits us from algebraically decomposing the tensor, vec-
tor and scalar modes of even parity. In Sec.V B, we clarify
the geometric conditions (i) and (ii) for the impossibility
of the full mode decomposition. They would be useful

for designing network geometry from the viewpoints of
the anomalous polarization search.
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Appendix: effective energy densities and strain
fluctuations

In Eqs.(4), (29), and (44), we set the normalization of
the polarization tensors to have

γTaa = γVaa = γSaa = 1 (A.1)

for the self-correlation of a single L-shaped interferom-
eter. Then, together with our definitions of SPh and
Ω̃PGW (P = T, V, S), we obtain

〈ha(f)h∗a(f)〉 =
8π

5

(
STh (f) + SVh (f) + SSh (f)

)
(A.2)

=
3H2

0

10π2f3

(
ΩTGW (f) + Ω̃VGW (f) + Ω̃SGW (f)

)
.

(A.3)

In fact, for the vector and scalar modes, we fix their
polarization tensors, power spectra and effective energy
densities, to realize the organized forms (A.2) and (A.3)
for the strain fluctuations induced by the three polariza-
tion modes. In this paper we do not deal with the actual
energy densities that depend on the details of the gravity
theories [27].
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